Leica iCON excavate

Highest precision and productivity for excavating with tilt rotators

Maximise your productivity with integrated tilt rotator support

Boost your productivity by maximising the use of your tilt rotator attachments with Leica iCON excavate iXE2 & iXE3 systems. By interfacing to the tilt rotator attachment iCON excavate can visualise the actual position of the bucket in any position.

- Increase your machine control application and productivity
- Clear and easy user guidance on the colour display
- Precise sculpting of edges, slopes and contours in any direction needed
- The unique PowerSnap system allows easy exchange of panels between machines, further increasing the flexibility of the system
- See your authorised Leica Geosystems dealer for detailed information

- when it has to be right
Leica iCON excavate for tilt rotator
Productivity enhancing attachment now supported in iCON excavate solutions

Excavators with tilt rotator attachment allow very flexible excavating work. The tilt rotator enables side tilt and continuous rotation of the bucket making it easy to excavate any slope, contour or edge. The attachment allows the operator to manoeuvre in tight site areas without having to reposition the machine several times.

Now machines with tilt rotator can be operated even more productively and accurately - with Leica iCON excavate iXE2 and iXE3. Providing integrated tilt rotator support, the iCON excavate systems give the operator clear guidance information in the cab about the actual tilt and rotation position relative to his project. This allows the operator to do excavations to planned designs faster and more productively.

Leica iCON excavate with tilt rotator support lets you maximise the use and benefits of your machine control solution.